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Major Indices Close Chg %Chg 

 SET 1,330.34 +4.46 +0.34 

 SET50 878.61 +3.65 +0.42 

 SET P/E (x) 18.7     

 SET P/BV (x) 1.5     

 SET Div. Yield (%) 3.9     

 Market Cap (Btmn) 14,269,205     

 Trading Value (Btmn) 41,946     

US    

Dow Jones 25,015.55 -730.0 -2.8 

S&P 500 3,009.05 -74.7 -2.4 

NASDAQ 9,757.22 -259.8 -2.6 

Europe     

UK 6,159.30 +12.2 +0.2 

Germany 12,089.39 -88.5 -0.7 

France 4,909.64 -8.9 -0.2 

ASIA    

Japan 22,512.08 +252.3 +1.1 

China 2,979.55 - - 

Indonesia 4,904.09 +7.4 +0.2 

Philippines 6,191.84 +73.6 +1.2 

Commodity Futures      

WTI Crude ($/barrel) 38.49 -0.23 -0.6 

Brent Crude ($/barrel) 41.02 -0.03 -0.07 

Gold ($/ounce) 1,780.3 +9.7 +0.55 

Singapore GRM ($/barrel) -0.22  0.00  0.0 

FX Rates     

 USD/THB 30.91 +0.01 +0.03 

Most Active Value    

GULF, CPALL, ADVANC, KBANK, AOT 

Sector: Top Gainer  

COMM, TOURISM ,CONMAT, FOOD, ENERG 

Sector: Top Loser 

PERSON, PROF, AGRI, BANK, FIN 

Trading Summary (Btmn)   Buy           Sell       Net 

  Institution  6,901   4,768 +2,132 

  Proprietary  4,764 4,974 -209 

  Foreign 14,015 16,565 -2,550 

  Individuals 21,512 20,884 +628 

Source: Bisnews, Bloomberg  
 

  

 
 
 

Strategy to Gradually Buy, Focus on Defensive Stocks 

Investment Ideas: 
 Investment overview today - We believe that the SET Index today (29 June) will 

go down due to the risk of the COVID-19 in foreign countries while investors 

began to return to weigh the economic recovery slower than expected due to 

the increasing possibility of the second wave in Europe and the increased 

spread in the U.S. (The number of people infected more than 40,000 people per 

day for 4 consecutive days) after easing the lockdown measures. The  

COVID-19 in foreign countries is one of the risks that we weighted, reflecting 

from the SET Index which decreased by more than 8% in the past 3 weeks. We 

also recommend using defensive strategies to gradually buy, focusing on 

stocks in the defensive stock (Theme Investment: Long-term cumulative 

shares (DCA) - ADVANC, AOT, BDMS, BEM, CPALL, DIF, and HMPRO). 

 Trade war worsening investment - We closely monitor trade war issues and there is 

a possibility that we believe it will become another risk in the shortly after the U.S. 

prepares to raise import taxes from the EU and England worth USD3.1bn after 

winning a trade dispute in the WTO, we estimate that the U.S. will use these 

advantages in trade negotiations with both the EU and England, as was done with 

China and there is a possibility of retaliation from the EU and England which will lead 

to a new round of trade war. 

 Reduce the risk asset ownership - Gold price continuously increased, latest, it is 

close to USD1,800 per ounce in the past 3 months. Gold price has increased by 

more than 10% and more than 22% from the lowest point of 2020 (mid-March), 

reflecting investors' concerns about the overall economy and increased risk, causing 

investors to continually reduce their investment in risk-weighted assets. We estimate 

that if the COVID-19 situation in foreign countries intensifies, the economic recovery 

in June will be only a short-term recovery As a result of the economic stimulus 

measures before returning to be weak again. 

 The U.S. economic statistics recover - Personal spending of the U.S. consumers 

increased 8.2% in May, but lower than analysts expected. While personal income 

dropped 4.2% in May. The Personal Consumption Expenditures index (PCE), 

excluding food and energy, is an indicator of inflation that the Federal Reserve (Fed) 

increased by 0.1% in May after dropping 0.4% in April, and when compared  

year-on-year, the PCE index increased by 1.0% or equal last April. Also, the 

University of Michigan revealed that the survey said the U.S. consumer confidence 

index rose to 78.1 in June from 72.3 in May. 

 Interesting issues to monitor for this week – The report of the U.S. Federal Open 

Market Committee (FOMC) and the number of unemployment claims which analysts 

expect to be the first week that the number of people applying for unemployment 

benefits last week exceeds 1 million (1.35 million people are expected) and it will be 

considered for the fifteenth consecutive week that the number of people applying for 

unemployment benefit exceeds 1 million. 

 Technical view - This week, we expect that the SET index to move in a range of 

1,302-1,363 points, and for today, we expect the SET Index to move in a range of 

1,319 - 1,340 points (support at 1,325 1,319 and 1,309 points and resistance at 1,334 

1,340 and 1,349 points). The recommended stocks are SGP, BEC, LH, GULF and 

THG. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Accelerate the disbursement of government investment budget - CK, STEC, SEAFCO, PYLON, and TASCO 

(2) Stocks that benefit from entering the rainy season - BCPG, BGRIM, CKP, GPSC, and EASTW 

(3) Stocks that benefit from government measure - ADVANC, BTS, BEM, CPF, CPALL, BJC, CRC, CPN, 

PLANB, HMPRO, OSP, and CBG 

(4) Long-term cumulative shares (DCA) - ADVANC, AOT, BDMS, BEM, CPALL, DIF, and HMPRO 

(5) SSFx target stocks - PTT, PTTEP, BJC, CPALL, AOT, GULF, EGCO, INTUCH, ADVANC, BAM, and BDMS 

THEME INVESTMENT 
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Foreign Market: (InfoQuest) 
 U.S. stock market: The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 25,015.55 points, down 730.05 

points (-2.84%). The S&P500 index closed at 3,009.05 points, down 74.71 points (-2.42%) and 
Nasdaq closed at 9,757.22 points, down 259.78 points (-2.59%). The U.S. stock market was under 
pressure from (1) News reports that some U.S. states has ordered lockdown again as the number of 
people infected with COVID-19 increased, especially in Texas and Florida. (2) Wall Street Report 
Journal indicated the Phase One of trade agreement between China and the U.S. will face more risks 
after Chinese officials warned the U.S. authorities which interfered with Chinese operations in Hong 
Kong and Taiwan which may cause China to not comply with the agreement to buy U.S. agricultural 
products and (3) Selling shares in the banking sector after the Federal Reserve (Fed) ordered banks 
to limit dividends and prohibiting the repurchase of shares until at least in 4Q20 after the annual stress 
test. 

 European stock markets: Stoxx Europe 600 closed at 358.32 points, down 0.39%. European stock 

markets dropped, especially the shares in the banking sector that dropped sharply. They were under 
pressure from the same group of shares in the U.S. because the Fed ordered banks in the U.S. to 
limit dividend payment and suspend share repurchase after this annual stress test and still worrying 
about the spread of COVID-19. 
  

Commodities: (InfoQuest) 
 Crude oil price: WTI crude for August delivery closed at USD38.49 per barrel, down 23 cents (-0.6%) 

and Brent crude for August delivery closed at USD41.02 per barrel, down 3 cents (-0.07%). Last week, 
WTI and Brent fell 3.4% and 2.8%. Investors sold crude oil contracts amid concerns about the trend 
of falling demand after some states of the U.S. have locked down again as the number of people 
infected with COVID-19 increased, especially in Texas and Florida. The U.S. oil service provider Baker 
Hughes revealed that the oil rigs in the U.S. that has been active has decreased by 1 rig last week, 
causing oil rigs in the U.S. with the most recently used 188 rigs only. 

 Gold price: Gold for COMEX (Commodity Exchange) for August delivery closed at USD1,780.3 per 

ounce, up USD9.7 (+0.55%) and rising by 1.6% last week. Investors increased the proportion of gold 
holding after the U.S. stock market was down from concerns about a slow economic recovery as the 
number of people infected with COVID-19 increased. Therefore, some states in the U.S. must 
announce business lockdown measures again. 

 Coal price: Newcastle coal futures for July delivery closed at USD54.2 per ton, up USD0.85 (+1.59%). 
 Freight: Baltic Dry Index (BDI) recently closed at 1,749 points, up 11 points (+0.63%). 
 
 

Other News: 
 GULF takes more than Bt7.0bn to buy 4.59% of INTUCH shares, hoping to obtain 5-6% of dividends 

or get Bt400mn per year. While the firm sends the signal to buy more shares in the future and aims to 

close the deal to buy a 500 MW power plant this year. (Kaohoon/Thunhoon) 

 AAV is ready to fly in the country on 25 July, while "Tony Fernandes" revealed on 23 Jun, the Air Asia 

Group recorded sales up to 41,000 seats in a single day which believe that to be a good sign for the 

recovery. (Kaohoon) 

 JMT suggests good timing to buy debt which the firm prepares to inject Bt4.0bn to buy bad debt, both 

secured and unsecured. Currently, the firm revealed that they have 4-5 negotiations which expected 

to complete this year. Also, the firm hopes that domestic financial institutions will gradually release 

more bad debts in the 3Q-4Q20. (Thunhoon) 
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Daily  Update  as of

Commodity Unit Close Chg %Chg Impact

WTI $/bbl 38.49 -0.23 -0.6% - PTTEP, TOP, BCP

Brent $/bbl 41.02 -0.03 -0.1% - PTTEP, TOP, BCP

GRM $/bbl -0.22 0.00 0.0% - TOP, BCP, PTTGC, IRPC

Bitumen $/bbl 26.32 -1.74 -6.2% - TASCO

Coal Futures $/ton 53.50 0.25 0.5% + BANPU

Coal (Weekly) $/ton 103.08 0.18 0.2% + BANPU

CCFI (Weekly) Point 841.83 0.00 0.0% - RCL

Baltic Dry Index Point 1,749 11.00 0.6% + PSL, TTA

BSI (Supramax index) Point 678 0.00 0.0% - PSL, TTA

BHSI (Handysize index) Point 389 4.00 1.0% + PSL, TTA

Gold $/ounce 1,771.29 7.50 0.4%

Copper $/ton 5,953.25 69.75 1.2% - KCE, HANA, SVI, DELTA

Sugar Cent/lb 11.62 -0.30 -2.5% - KSL, KTIS, KBS, BRR

Rubber JPY/kg 141.50 -0.20 -0.1% - STA, TRUBB

Crude Palm Oil MYR/ton 2,368.00 -27.00 -1.1% - UVAN, CPI, VPO, LST

Soybean Oil Cent/lb 28.08 -0.34 -1.2% - TVO

Soybean Meal $/ton 290.60 -2.40 -0.8% + CPF, GFPT/ -TVO

Corn $/ton 319.25 -1.25 -0.4% + CPF, GFPT

Dollar Index Point 97.43 0.00 0.0% - SET

VIX Index % 34.73 2.51 7.8% - SET

US 10 Year Yield % 0.64 -0.04 -6.5% - SET

Thai 10 Year Yield % 1.27 -0.03 -2.1% - SET

Source: Bloomberg,  Reuters, AWS

Source: Bloomberg,  Reuters, AWS

29 Jun 20
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Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

1 2 3 4 5

XD

ACE @ 0.03 (15/6/20)

HREIT @ 0.1715 (26/6/20)

SPF @ 0.30 (19/6/20)

XD

CTARAF @ 0.0815 (19/6/20)

IMPACT @ 0.05 (19/6/20)

KPNPF @ 0.088 (19/6/20)

MJLF @ 0.10 (19/6/20)
HOLIDAY

XD

LPN @ 1.00 (19/6/20)

WHABT @ 0.146 (23/6/20)

8 9 10 11 12

XD

HPF @ 0.095 (29/6/20)

M-II @ 0.15 (26/6/20)

MNIT2 @ 0.065 (25/6/20)

MNRF @ 0.04 (25/6/20)

M-PAT @ 0.02 (29/6/20)

M-STOR @ 0.091 (26/6/20)

XD

ABFTH @ 14.00 (25/6/20)

BCT @ 1.20 (25/8/20)

LHK @ 0.10 (10/8/20)

15 16 17 18 19

22 23 24 25 26

XD

TTT @ 1.70 (28/8/20)

29 30

XD

QTC @ 0.15

*Remark: Stock @ Dividend Baht per Share (Payment Date)

Jun-20

Date Regions

30 Jun 20 EU

1 Jul 20 CH

1 Jul 20 US

1 Jul 20 US

1 Jul 20 US

2 Jul 20 US

2 Jul 20 US

2 Jul 20 US

Economic Indicators

Consumer Price Index (Jun)

Caixin Manufacturing PMI (Jun)

ADP Employment Change (Jun)

ISM Manufacturing PMI (Jun)

FOMC Minutes

Nonfarm Payrolls (Jun)

Unemployment Rate (Jun)

Average Hourly Earnings (Jun)



 

This Report has been prepared by Asia Wealth Securities Company Limited (”AWS”). The information in here has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable and accurate, 
but AWS makes no representation as to the accuracy and completeness of such information. AWS does not accept any liability for any loss or damage of any king arising out of 
the use of such information or opinions in this report. Before making your own independent decision to invest or enter into transaction, investors should study this report carefully 
and should review information relating. All rights reserved. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person in any manner for any purpose without 
permission of AWS. Investment in securities has risks. Investors are advised to consider carefully before making investment decisions. 

CG Report 

Corporate Governance Report disclaimer  

The disclosure of the survey result of the Thai Institute of Directors Association (“IOD”) regarding corporate governance is made pursuant to the policy of 

the Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission. The survey of the IOD is based on the information of a company listed on the Stock Exchange of 

Thailand and the Market for Alternative Investment disclosed to the public and able to be accessed by a general public investor. The result, therefore, is 

from the perspective of a third party. It is not an evaluation of operation and is not based on inside information.  

The survey result is as of the date appearing in the Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies. As a result, the survey result may be changed 

after that date, Asia wealth Securities Company Limited does not conform nor certify the accuracy of such survey result. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Corporate Governance Report (CGR)  

Score Range Number of Logo Description 

90 – 100 

80 – 89 

70 – 79 

60 – 69 

50 – 59 

Below 50 

 

 

 

 

No logo given 

Excellent 

Very Good 

Good 

Satisfactory 

Pass 

N/A 

 

Anti-Corruption Progress Indicator  

 The disclosure of the Anti-Corruption Progress Indicators of a listed company on the Stock Exchange of Thailand, which is assessed 

by Thaipat Institute, is made in order to comply with the policy and sustainable development plan for the listed companies of the Office 

of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Thaipat Institute made this assessment based on the information received from  the 

listed company, as stipulated in the form for the assessment of Anti-corruption which refers to the Annual Registration Statement (Form 

56-1), Annual Report (Form 56-2), or other relevant documents or reports of such listed company. The assessment result is therefore 

made from the perspective of Thaipat Institute that is a third party. It is not an assessment of operation and is not based on any inside 

information. Since this assessment is only the assessment result as of the date appearing in the assessment result, it may be changed 

after that date or when there is any change to the relevant information. Nevertheless, AWS does not confirm, verify, or certify the 

accuracy and completeness of the assessment result. 


